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Purpose

The purpose of this presentation is to give an 
overview of the Recognised Seasonal Employer 
(RSE) Policy including:

• Background
• Aims and Objectives of the Policy
• Governance
• Policy Steps in the Process
• Facilitative Measures
• Non-Compliance
• Benefits



The RSE policy is designed to:

• be facilitative for industry 

• ensure New Zealanders are the first choice of 
employers 

• provide an opportunity to contribute to Pacific 
development

• manage immigration risk, and

• help increase productivity. 

Aims and Objectives of the RSE Policy
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Presentation Notes
RSE policy allows for the grant of visas and permits for workers to plant, maintain, harvest, and pack crops in the horticulture and viticulture industries.  
The RSE policy is designed to ensure New Zealanders are the first choice of employers, provides an opportunity to contribute to Pacific development, be facilitative for industry, manage immigration risk, and help increase labour productivity.  
Importantly, the RSE policy is enabling employers to build and retain a skilled workforce.  
The RSE policy is a four-step process:



The RSE Policy - Overview
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Presentation Notes
Recognition – obtaining RSE Status
Agreement to Recruit – ATR
Visa Application – coordination can be challenging as New Zealand does not have an immigration presence in all Pacific states
Return Employment





One: Employer Applies for RSE Status

Key elements for employers would include:
• evidence of a commitment to recruiting and training 

New Zealanders
• demonstrated compliance with immigration, 

employment, tax, and health and safety law
• demonstrable ability to pay their workers at market 

rates
• a credible record in the industry, and
• commitment to provide sufficient pastoral care.
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Presentation Notes
Step One: An employer makes an application for RSE status. 
Applicants for RSE status would need to provide evidence of:
good workplace practices, 
a credible record in the industry, 
and the ability to pay workers their entitlements.  

In addition to these, a check would be made with MSD, the relevant industry body and other parties (such as unions), to ensure that they hold no information that indicates the employer should not be recognised. 



Pastoral Care

Employers will need to ensure their workers will be 
well catered for.  This includes arrangements for:

• suitable accommodation
• translation
• Transportation, and 
• induction to life in New Zealand, including providing 

opportunities for recreation and religious 
observance. 
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Presentation Notes
Over time, employers, Pacific States, Workers and the NZ Government have realised that Pastoral Care is a cornerstone to the success of the RSE. 
Governments and employers are recognising that Pastoral Care begins well before a worker arrives in NZ. 
Some of the larger and more established RSEs are even establishing offices in countries that they recruit from so that the process of recruitment, selection, visa processing, training and pre-departure training can be more effectively handled.
Other RSEs are strengthening their relationships with specific community groups or villages without government or agent involvement.
In NZ, more work is underway to ensure that both workers and employers are prepared for the challenges of addressing communication gaps between employers and workers over working conditions, pay rates, accommodation and life in New Zealand – particularly how cold it can be.



Two: Employer Applies for an ATR

Key elements for employers include:
• a commitment to pay half of the workers’ travel 

costs to New Zealand
• evidence of arrangements for pastoral care matters
• evidence that employees will be paid at least market 

rates and that there will be enough work, and 
• a commitment to pay any costs associated with 

removing workers from New Zealand if they become 
illegal.
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Employers also agree to compliance, auditing and enforcement provisions.
a guarantee of wages for at least 240 hours of work (unless it is a very short term contract) and an average of at least 30 hours work per week





Three: Worker Applies for Visa

Key elements for workers include:
• meeting bona fide, character and relevant health 

requirements
• evidence that arrangements have been made to 

leave New Zealand at the end of their stay
• be 18 years of age or older
• be offshore at the time of their application, and 
• hold an offer of employment from a Recognised 

Seasonal Employer.
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Initially there had been some procedural problems created by geographical distances, telecommunications, newness of the policy and unforeseen circumstances. However, most of these issues have been sorted out and the visa processing at NZ Immigration post is running smoothly and generally within 48 hours of receiving an application – well inside the 10-15 working days originally intended.
Worker is issued what we call a Limited Purpose Visa (LPV).  If a worker overstays on a LPV there is no ‘stand down’ period before they can be removed.  Both industry and PI States requested this to help with compliance. 




Four: Circular Migration

Workers have the opportunity to return the next 
season if labour shortages continue and:

• they have a job offer from a Recognised Seasonal 
Employer (who holds a current Agreement to 
Recruit), and

• they have complied with New Zealand law and all 
immigration requirements.
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Circular migration is a key feature of the RSE Policy. 
Employers can re-employ workers who have already gained skills, developing a more productive workplace.  
Workers gain skills and have the opportunity to return to New Zealand next season if labour shortages continue.
The return feature of the RSE is also an incentive for workers to comply with the conditions of their permits; ultimately – hopefully – reducing the likelihood of overstaying.
One of NZ’s larger employers under the RSE – employing some 680 workers from the Pacific this season - will retain more than 80% of the Pacific workforce going into the next season.





Facilitative Measures

May include:

• facilitating links between New Zealand employers  
and Pacific communities

• oversight of recruiters by Pacific governments to 
ensure integrity of the selection processes

• providing pre-departure orientation or training, and 
• providing a local pastoral care co-ordinator to link 

workers with communities and church groups.
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The Facilitative Measures established under the IAUs and their schedules are a cornerstone of the RSE. In the last 12 months, there has been a great deal of collaborative work between NZ Govt. and Pacific States to establish a smooth process for recruitment and ensuring on-shore Pastoral care.

At the selection stage:
community-based selection and recruitment procedures established with Pacific governments – It is important that the selection process is transparent and that the opportunities are spread thought out the Pacific state 
facilitating links between New Zealand employers and Pacific communities – particularly where NZ employers are travelling to States to recruit where they have had little or no experience in the Pacific, and
some oversight (or regulation) of recruiters by Pacific governments to ensure the integrity and development benefits of the selection processes.

At the pre-departure stage:
providing pre-departure orientation or job skills training to improve the ability of Pacific workers to quickly be productive in their jobs and
subsidising pre-departure medical vetting.
While in New Zealand:
providing a local pastoral care coordinator to link Pacific workers with local communities and church groups, to assist individual employers to meet their pastoral care responsibilities and ensure good settlement of workers so they can contribute more productively in their work
providing additional safeguards to ensure Pacific employees comply with the terms of their permits, mitigating employers’ exposure to liability, and
improving Pacific remittance-transfer mechanisms.



Non-Compliance

Employers
• Breaking the conditions of the RSE or ATR 

agreements means that employers may be liable to 
have their recognition rescinded.

Workers
• Breeching permit conditions (such as remaining in 

New Zealand after a permit has expired) would 
mean workers could become liable for removal.  This 
would have an effect on any future applications.  
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Employers
Employers who break either the conditions of their RSE status or the obligations undertaken in the Agreement to Recruit application would be liable to have their RSE status rescinded (a compliance notice would generally be issued first, to enable the employer to address the issues of concern).  If recognition is rescinded, a minimum stand down period of at least one year would apply before the employer could reapply for recognition. 
Workers 
Workers who breach their permit conditions by overstaying or by working in an industry or position other than the one specified face the same consequences as other temporary migrants to New Zealand; namely, revocation of their permit.  After revocation, the worker becomes unlawful and may be liable for removal from New Zealand, with the employer liable for the removal costs. This liability to the employer provides an incentive for the employer to ensure staff are settling well and will comply with the conditions of their permit.



Amendments and Additional Measures

Amendments:
• Extension from 7 to 9 month permits for workers 

from Kiribati and Tuvalu
• Changes to where employer is required to meet 

50% share of return Airfare
Additional Measures:
• Transitional RSE policy
• RSE Transitional Facilitators
• three month work permit extension for working 

holiday scheme permit holders in New Zealand
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In order to mitigate the obvious difference in travel costs for employers looking to recruit from Kiribati and Tuvalu, it was decided early on that workers from these countries should be able to remain in NZ longer as an opportunity to recover these higher costs. 
Later, and in an effort make the playing field between participating KSS more level, an amendment to the policy requiring employers recruiting for Kiribati and Tuvalu to meet a 50% share of the return travel from Fiji, to NZ as opposed to the original requirement from the home port of those workers.
A new Transitional Recognised Seasonal Employer (TRSE) policy, which will enable employers who make a commitment to transition towards RSE policy (and current RSEs) to recruit onshore workers, and
The appointment of new RSE Transition Facilitators to help employers  transition towards RSE status; and
A new three month work permit extension for working holiday scheme permit holders in New Zealand who have worked in the horticulture or viticulture industries for at least three months, 







Kick Start States as at 7 June 2008

• Kiribati 70
• Samoa 649
• Tonga 788
• Tuvalu 99
• Vanuatu 1700

• Solomon Islands 238 (Non-Kick Start State)

• Total 3544
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Figures represent RSE workers who have come to New Zealand from Kick Start States as at 7 June 2008 

While both Kiribati and Tuvalu have struggled to gain a bigger foot hold in the NZ Hort/Vit labour market, other KSS have moved ahead in a more pronounced way – Particularly Vanuatu.

Although the Solomon Islands is not a KSS, they have nevertheless prospered under the RSE due to pre-established relationships with a few larger RSEs.

 



Update on progress of RSE Policy – 
1 April 2007 to 7 June 2008

• 103 companies have been approved as 
Recognised Seasonal Employers.

• 208 Agreements to Recruit (ATR) have 
been issued. 

• 4443 workers have been engaged to date.

• 6969 positions have been allocated to 
date under the 208 ATR’s
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103 employers have been granted RSE status; 4443 workers either in NZ or have already completed their contracts and left; and 6969 positions accounted for under ATR’s.




Benefits to development

• RSE policy provides the opportunity for 
capital acquisition (remittances) and 
increasing human capital (skill transfers). 

• Selection is focussed at unskilled workers 
with limited migration opportunities, in 
smaller communities.

• This diffuses the benefits of migration into 
poorer regions and avoids the creaming 
off of skilled workers.
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From a development perspective, it is generally accepted that circular migration, with the strong expectation that migrants will return to their home developing country, is preferable to both permanent and temporary migration.  

Remittances flows have a significant effect in the Pacific. RSE workers will provide Vanuatu with its second largest income earner (after tourism). 

Some RSE workers were promoted to supervisory roles, further improving their skills base. 

The people selected under RSE policy are also likely to have lower levels of education and literacy. Preliminary findings from the research (refer next slide) are that in Tonga an emphasis has been put on selecting individuals from low income families in financial need.





Further development outcomes

• The RSE policy is prompting many New 
Zealand employers to think about how 
they can build broader development 
linkages with communities in the 
Pacific, rather than simply view this as 
an employer-employee relationship.
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Examples: fundraising for community initiatives/schools in the sending country, providing additional training opportunities for Pacific workers in New Zealand, or opportunities for joint-ventures in the Islands.




Research on development outcomes

• Research is underway to identify the 
early impact of RSE on development 
outcomes (economic and social) in the 
Pacific Islands.

• Preliminary findings are that RSE policy 
has succeeded in creating new 
opportunities for relatively poor and 
unskilled Tongans to work in New 
Zealand.
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The research project is a collaborative effort by the World Bank, University of Waikato, and Motu Research, in partnership with the Department of Labour.

The RSE policy has not yet reached its first year of operation so evaluations of the impacts on development, upon the workers’ return, are not yet feasible.



Development constraints

• RSE alone cannot solve development 
challenges in Pacific countries, including:
• the high cost of remitting money
• lack of access to sound financial services, 

and
• limited employment, training and 

investment opportunities.
• The development benefits of RSE will be 

optimised if these issues are addressed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remittance costs to the Pacific vary from between 10-30% and are some of the highest in the world. This is due to transfer costs and exchange rates.









QUESTIONS?
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